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NEW QUESTION: 1
Assume that you received a phone call at your office seat. An
employee said he/she could not access the Internet on the PC
and needed your technical support. Then you ran the ping
command on his/her PC and ran the tracert command to check
where packet loss occurred. Which of the following
troubleshooting methods is used in this process?
A. Service traffic path check
B. Top-down
C. Configuration comparison
D. Bottom-up
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which filters can you apply to narrow the transaction history
results when searching the transaction history?
A. Specific transaction ID
B. Loss changes, which includes activity that was lost due to
computer crash or failure
C. Action Description
D. Specific user ID
E. Apply a Max Records number
F. From and/or To values
G. Node Description
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A

C
B
A
D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are the Office 365 administrator for your company. You
configure new user accounts for User1 and User2. User1 has an
on-premises mailbox. User2 has an Office 365 mailbox.
Each user must be able to view the availability of the other
user.
You need to ascertain whether users can share their free/busy
information.
What should you use?
A. Microsoft Remote Connectivity Analyzer Tool
B. Transport Reliability IP Probe (TRIPP Tool)
C. Windows Azure Active Directory Rights Management
D. Business Connectivity Services
Answer: A
Explanation:
Microsoft Remote Connectivity Analyzer is a website offered by
Microsoft for testing remote connectivity to server services
such as Exchange Server, Skype for Business Server and Office
365.
In this question, we need to run the Free/Busy test in the
Microsoft Remote Connectivity Analyzer website.
The Office 365 tab on the Remote Connectivity Analyzer has
several options for performing different tests regarding Office
365 connectivity. These tests include:
* Office 365 General Tests
* Microsoft Exchange ActiveSync Connectivity Tests

* Microsoft Exchange Web Services Connectivity Tests
* Microsoft Office Outlook Connectivity Tests
* Internet Email Tests
* Mail Flow Configuration
* Free/Busy Test
The description given for the Free/Busy test is as follows:
"This test verifies that an Office 365 mailbox can access the
free/busy information of an on- premises mailbox, and vice
versa (one direction per test run)."
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